During the past decade, numerous endeavors have been made to develop effective reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) methods. Because the evaluation of probabilistic constraints defined in the RBDO formulation is the most difficult part to deal with, a number of different probabilistic design approaches have been proposed to evaluate probabilistic constraints in RBDO. In the first approach, statistical moments are approximated to evaluate the probabilistic constraint. Thus, this is referred to as the approximate moment approach (AMA). The second approach, called the reliability index approach (RIA), describes the probabilistic constraint as a reliability index. Last, the performance measure approach (PMA) was proposed by converting the probability measure to a performance measure. A guide for selecting an appropriate method in RBDO is provided by comparing probabilistic design approaches for RBDO from the perspective of various numerical considerations. It has been found in the literature that PMA is more efficient and stable than RIA in the RBDO process. It is found that PMA is accurate enough and stable at an allowable efficiency, whereas AMA has some difficulties in RBDO process such as a second-order design sensitivity required for design optimization, an inaccuracy to measure a probability of failure, and numerical instability due to its inaccuracy. Consequently, PMA has several major advantages over AMA, in terms of numerical accuracy, simplicity, and stability. Some numerical examples are shown to demonstrate several numerical observations on the three different RBDO approaches.
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ECAUSE of the globally competitive marketplace, many industries have endeavored to improve the quality of their designs and processes for 6-sigma products. At the same time, significant advances in computing power give design engineers and design decision makers opportunity to explore many more alternative simulation-based designs than they could do with hardware alone. Therefore, many attempts were recently made to integrate a simulation-based design optimization into a probabilistic approach, developing several different probabilistic design approaches for reliability-based design optimization (RBDO). Consequently, the RBDO process provides not only cost-effective manufacturing processes but also their target confidence.
The probabilistic constraint is the key constraint in RBDO, the evaluation of which creates several numerical challenges associated with numerical efficiency, accuracy, stability, etc. 1−3 Accordingly, several different probabilistic design approaches have been proposed for RBDO: approximate moment approach (AMA), 4, 5 reliability index approach (RIA), 6 performance measure approach (PMA) 1−3 (or fixed norm approach 7 ), and sampling-based approach. 8, 9 The first approach was introduced by approximately matching statistical moments, referred to as AMA, which originated from the robust design optimization concept. In the second approach, RIA, the probabilistic constraint is viewed as a reliability index, which is originated from the reliability analysis concept. Third, the PMA, which originated from the reliability-based design concept, was proposed by converting the probability measure to a performance measure. Last, the sampling-based approach employs some sampling techniques such as Monte Carlo simulation, important sampling, and adaptive sampling techniques for RBDO. However, it is practically impossible to use the sampling-based approach because it is computationally too expensive. This paper presents observations on the first three different probabilistic design approaches for RBDO in terms of numerical accuracy, stability, and efficiency. It is found that AMA has several drawbacks compared to PMA and RIA. First, approximation of the standard deviation of the performance function is independent of the distribution type of the random input parameter. Second, the reliability assessment by the first two moments of performance produces large numerical error because AMA ignores the probabilistic distribution type of the performance. Third, the fact that the probabilistic constraint in AMA is approximated at the mean value point leads to larger error as the target reliability becomes higher. Fourth, AMA could be numerically very expensive because it requires the second-order sensitivity of the performance function to evaluate the sensitivity of the probabilistic constraint, 4, 5 whereas PMA and RIA require optimization problems to be solved for reliability analysis. Thus, it is difficult to describe accurately a required reliability target such as 6-sigma using the AMA method.
There are several numerical advantages of PMA as compared to RIA. First, the convergence of the reliability analysis using PMA is inherently more robust and efficient than that using RIA because it is easier to minimize a complicated function subject to a simple constraint function using PMA than to minimize a simple function subject to a complicated constraint function using RIA.
1−3 Second, the nonlinearity of the PMA reliability constraint is less dependent on probabilistic model types, such as normal, lognormal, Weibull, Gumbel, and uniform distributions, than the RIA reliability constraint. 3 Thus, RIA tends to diverge for distributions other than the normal distribution, whereas PMA converges well for all types of distributions.
However, a major challenge still remains regarding the RBDO methodology in obtaining reliability-based optimum designs for multidisciplinary large-scale models using a limited number of design analyses. Moreover, for certain application areas, lack of design sensitivity information creates considerable difficulty in using RBDO methods. To overcome this difficulty, the RBDO methods are often integrated with the response surface method (RSM), which is composed of function representation techniques and design of experiment (DOE). 9 The RSM is highly attractive for use in RBDO because limited design samples can produce response surface approximations for both reliability analysis and design optimization. When RSM is used for RBDO, PMA has been found to be substantially preferable to RIA, due to both the well-defined DOE building block size associated with the reliability target and the consistency between the design window and the reliability analysis window. 10 Some numerical examples are shown to demonstrate some numerical observations on the three different RBDO approaches.
II. RBDO
In system parameter design, the RBDO model [1] [2] [3] 7 can generally be defined as
where d = µ(X) is the design vector, X is the random vector, and the probabilistic constraint is described by the performance function G i (X), its probability distributions, and its prescribed reliability target β t i . The statistical description of the failure of the performance function G i (X) is characterized by the cumulative distribution function
where the reliability of failure is defined as
In Eq. (3), f x (x) is the joint probability density function of all random parameters. Evaluation of the probabilistic constraint in Eq. (2) requires a reliability analysis where the multiple integration of Eq. (3) is involved. Some approximate probability integration methods have been developed to provide efficient solutions, such as the first-order reliability method (FORM) and the asymptotic second-order reliability method with a rotationally invariant measure as the reliability. 11, 12 FORM often provides adequate accuracy and is widely used for RBDO applications. [1] [2] [3] 7 In FORM, reliability analysis requires a transformation T (Ref. 13 ) from the original random parameter X to the independent and standard normal random parameter U. That is, the performance function
For the RBDO formulation, the probabilistic constraint in Eq. (2) can be further expressed either using an approximate statistical moment or through inverse transformations in three alternative ways [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 7 :
where k is the target reliability constant, σ G i is the approximate statistical second moment, and β s i and G P i are the safety reliability index and the probabilistic performance measure for the ith probabilistic constraint, respectively. Because approximate first and second moments in Eq. (4) are used to describe the probabilistic constraint in the RBDO formulation, this is the AMA. Equation (5) is employed to describe the probabilistic constraint in Eq. (1) using the reliability index and is, thus, RIA. Similarly, Eq. (6) can replace the probabilistic constraint in Eq. (1) with the performance measure, which is PMA.
A. RIA in RBDO
When Eq. (5) is used, the RBDO problem is reformulated as
The probabilistic constraint G
in RIA can be evaluated by solving the first-order reliability analysis, which is formulated as an optimization problem with an equality constraint in U space:
In RIA, the equality constraint is the failure surface. The minimum point on the failure surface is called the most probable point (MPP) u * G(U) = 0 , and the reliability index is defined by
For the solution of Eq. (8), either an MPP search algorithm that has been specifically developed for the first-order reliability analysis or a general optimization algorithm 14 can be used. Because of its simplicity and efficiency, the Hasofer and Lind-Rackwitz and Fiessler (HL-RF) method is a popular choice for reliability analysis in RIA.
B. PMA in RBDO
According to the definition of the PMA probabilistic constraint G
shown in Eq. (6), the RBDO problem in Eq. (1) can be reformulated as minimize
The evaluation of the probabilistic constraint in PMA requires an inverse reliability analysis, which corresponds to the inverse problem of the reliability analysis. The first-order probabilistic constraint
can be obtained by solving the optimization problem 1−3,7 in U space:
The minimum point on the target reliability surface is called MPP u * β = βt with the prescribed reliability β t = u * β = βt , and the probabilistic performance measure is defined by
Unlike RIA, only the direction vector u * β = βt / u * β = βt needs to be determined by taking advantage of the spherical equality constraint U = β t to find MPP u * β = βt . General optimization algorithms can be employed to solve the optimization problem in Eq. (10) . Although the (advanced) mean value (AMV) method is well suited for PMA due to its simplicity and efficiency, it shows instability or inefficiency for concave performance measures. Therefore, the hybrid mean value (HMV) method has been proposed to enhance numerical efficiency and stability. 1, 3, 10 
C. AMA in RBDO
The RBDO problem in Eq. (1) can be redefined using AMA as
Unlike RIA and PMA, AMA does not require a reliability analysis, that is, optimization, but requires second-order sensitivity analysis that involves a large amount of computational effort.
In the first-order second moment method, the performance function is expanded at the mean value point using the first order Taylor series as (see Refs. 4 and 5)
This approximation may yield inaccurate results if X is not close to the mean value µ, which occurs if the standard deviation σ X of the random variable X is large. The standard deviation of the performance function is then approximated by taking the second moment of Eq. (12) as
In the second-order second moment method, a second-order Taylor series is used to approximate the standard deviation of the performance function (see Refs. 4 and 5).
D. Reliability Analysis Methods for RIA and PMA
The HL-RF method is a popular choice for RIA, and the HMV method, which adaptively combines the AMV and conjugate mean value (CMV) methods, is used for PMA in this paper.
HL-RF Method in RIA
As shown in Eq. (7), the reliability analysis in RIA is to find the minimum distance U G U = 0 from the origin of the standard normal space to the failure surface G(U) = 0. The iterative algorithm of the HL-RF method is
where
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) finds a direction with the shortest distance to the failure surface, and the second term is a correction term to reach G(U).
HMV Method in PMA
AMV method. 15, 16 Formulation of the first-order AMV method begins with the mean value (MV) method, defined as
that is, to minimize the cost G(U) in Eq. (10), the normalized steepest descent direction n(0) is obtained at the MV, that is, the origin in U space. The AMV method iteratively updates the steepest descent direction at the probable point u
AMV starting from u * MV . The iterative algorithm of the AMV method is
where n u
As presented in Ref.
1, this method exhibits instability and inefficiency in solving a concave performance function because it only updates the direction using the current MPP.
a) CMV method. When applied to a concave performance function, the AMV method tends to converge very slowly or divergence due to a lack of updated information during the iterative optimization for the reliability analysis. This kind of difficulty can be overcome by using both the current and previous MPP search information as applied in the proposed CMV method. 1, 3 The new search direction is obtained by combining n(u
CMV ), and n(u
(k)
CMV ) with an equal weight, such that it is directed toward the diagonal of the three consecutive steepest descent directions, that is,
Consequently, the conjugate steepest descent direction significantly improves the rate of convergence as well as the stability, as compared to the AMV method, for the concave performance function. However, the CMV method was found inefficient for the convex performance function. 1, 3 Thus, it is desirable to combine the AMV and CMV methods for the MPP search to treat both convex and concave performance functions.
b) HMV method. To select an appropriate MPP search method, the type of performance function must first be identified. The function type can be determined by employing steepest descent directions at the three consecutive iterations, as follows:
HMV with respect to design d ≤ 0 : concave type at u
HMV with respect to design d
where 
III. Studies on Probabilistic Approaches in RBDO
The numerical behavior of different probabilistic approaches in RBDO is studied in this paper. It has been shown in Refs. 1-3 that PMA is much better than RIA in terms of numerical efficiency and stability because the PMA problem is easier to solve for reliability analysis and the associated HMV method is very effective. Thus, PMA is employed in this paper, instead of RIA, to compare with AMA in the RBDO process.
Nonetheless, the RBDO methodology still has many challenges to overcome in obtaining reliability-based optimum designs for largescale multidisciplinary problems using a limited number of design analyses. Moreover, for certain application areas, lack of design sensitivity information creates considerable difficulty in using the proposed RBDO methods. To overcome this difficulty, the RSM is often used for RBDO. Hence, the comparison studies of PMA and AMA are also carried out for two different cases: RBDO without or with employing RSM.
A. Studies on Different Probabilistic Approaches in RBDO
As described, the different constraint setup between AMA and PMA leads to a different behavior in the RBDO process, in terms of numerical efficiency, accuracy, and stability. To describe the target reliability properly, AMA must provide an appropriate value for k in Eq. (11) . Here, some observations on AMA of RBDO are listed. First, it is observed that the determination of the first two moments of performance, G(µ) and σ G , is independent of the input probabilistic distribution, as shown in Eqs. (11) (12) (13) . Second, without knowing the output probabilistic distribution type, a reliability requirement is directly assigned by the first two moments of the performance function. Therefore, a nonnormal and skewed output distribution with even a small variation produces a large error when estimating the reliability. Third, another numerical error can be generated by the fact that the first two moments are obtained based on only the MV point data. Fourth, AMA involves intensive computations because Table 1 Comparison of AMA and PMA for RBDO AMA PMA Second-order design sensitivity is required First-order design sensitivity is necessary for design optimization.
for design optimization. Difficult to describe precisely a required target reliability Easy to describe a required target reliability (i.e., 6 sigma) using k in general RBDO. using β t (= 6 ⇒ 6-sigma design).
Not capable of handling different input
Capable of dealing with all input random random variable distribution types. variable distribution types. Inaccurate for nonnormal and skewed output Accurate for any type of output distribution distribution even with small variation.
even with large variation. 3 
Larger error in reliability estimation
Small error in reliability estimation for for higher target reliability higher target reliability (≥99% reliability). Not easy to integrate with RSM.
Ideally suited for integration with the RSM. Not suitable for multidisciplinary RBDO Very much suitable for multidisciplinary RBDO. it requires the second-order sensitivity of the performance function to evaluate the sensitivity of the probabilistic constraint, whereas PMA and RIA require the first-order sensitivity. Consequently, it is difficult to accurately describe a required reliability target for RBDO, such as 6-sigma, using the AMA method. On the other hand, PMA requires an optimization problem to be solved to estimate the reliability of the performance function. However, the reliability can be precisely estimated by advancing from the MV point to the MPP. Table 1 summarizes these discussions on numerical consideration. As shown in Table 1 , PMA is much more desirable than AMA for RBDO from many numerical perspectives. Two numerical examples are presented to demonstrate these observations.
B. Numerical Example 1: Mathematical Problem
Consider the following mathematical problem for RBDO with
where Tables 2-6 . To check the accuracy of evaluating the probabilistic constraints, an error by involving Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) with one-millionsample size is defined for active probabilistic constraints at the optimum design as follows:
where β i MCS is the reliability of the ith performance function by MCS for the target reliability β t .
In Tables 2-6 , PMA and AMA are compared in terms of numerical accuracy, stability, efficiency, and numerical simplicity. Five different distributions are used for five different target reliabilities, from 1 to 5 sigma. In Tables 2-6 , the sixth and seventh columns are the reliability evaluated by MCS at the optimum design (fourth and fifth columns) for a target reliability β t . The last column shows numerical efficiency and simplicity. Because PMA requires only function and gradient calls, the last column in Tables 2-6 has two numbers that correspond to the number of function and gradient calls at each iteration, respectively. To the contrary, AMA has three numbers in the last column of Tables 2-6 corresponding to the number of functions, gradient, and Hessian calls at each iteration, respectively. Thus, the AMA-based RBDO process becomes much more expensive and complicated due to the second-order design and random sensitivity analysis. First, AMA diverges when carrying out RBDO, as shown in Table 6 . Because of the inaccuracy of defining probabilistic constraints in RBDO, AMA may have no feasible region for 5-sigma reliability, whereas PMA has a feasible region with accurate probabilistic constraint.
Based on Tables 2-6, Figs. 1 and 2 are shown to address the error in evaluating probabilistic constraints in RBDO. The results in Figs. 1 and 2 are the average error calculated using Eq. (23). Note that, in PMA, the error is exponentially decreasing as the target reliability is getting larger because the joint probability density function to be integrated is exponentially decayed toward the tail. In contrast, larger target reliability produces larger error in AMA because the mean-based evaluation of the probabilistic constraint yields less accuracy with larger target reliability. As shown in Tables 4-6, β 1 MCS and β 2 MCS at some optimum designs of AMA are shown to be greater than 6 sigma. That is, one million samples of MCS at optimum designs of AMA do not contain a failure, which results in more than 6 sigma. Therefore, in Fig. 2 , it is shown that Gumbel and uniform distributions for 3 sigma produce more than 100% error and three distributions (lognormal, Gumbel, and uniform) for 4 sigma produce much more than 50% error, based on the error measure in Eq. (23) such as |(β i MCS − 4.0)/4.0| × 100% > 50% with β i MCS > 6.0. Because of the restriction of sample size in MCS, the error that is measured up to 50% for 4 sigma is supposed to be much greater than 50%. Different input distributions result in different behavior of the reliability errors in both PMA and AMA. As discussed in Ref. 3 , the Gumbel and uniform distributions are very highly nonlinear compared to others, causing larger errors.
C. Numerical Example 2: Crashworthiness Problem for Side Impact
A large-scale model of a vehicle side impact is employed, as shown in Fig. 3 . The side crash model includes a full-vehicle finite element (FE) structural model, an FE side impact dummy model, and an FE deformable side impact barrier model. The system model consists of 85,941 shell elements and 96,122 nodes. In the FE simulation of the side impact event, the barrier has an initial velocity of 49.89 km/h (31 mph) as it impacts the vehicle structure. The CPU time for one nonlinear FE simulation using the RADIOSS software is approximately 20 h on a SGI Origin 2000. The design objective is to enhance side impact crash performance while minimizing vehicle weight. The RBDO problem of crashworthiness for side impact can be defined as
with 9 design and 11 random parameters, which are defined in Table 7 .
Optimal Latin hypercube sampling with a total of 33 runs was used to generate a sample of design points for construction of the stepwise regression response surface. 9 The explicit response used in the RBDO is summarized, and physical meanings of all responses are well described in Ref. 13 . In this study, the explicit approximations of responses are regarded as exact responses of vehicle side impact to demonstrate the findings of this paper.
Errors of PMA and AMA in evaluating probabilistic constraints in RBDO are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Again, only active probabilistic constraints in RBDO are employed to measure the error. Similar to example 1, the numerical error of PMA in Fig. 4 decreases exponentially with higher target reliability because the joint probability density function to be integrated decays exponentially as it goes toward a tail. On the other hand, a higher target reliability produces a greater error in AMA because the mean-based evaluation of probabilistic constraints becomes less accurate with higher target reliability. Note that AMA yields a very small error for a normal input distribution because the active constraints are bilinear responses due to the specific RSM used, and thus, the output probability distribution is very close to a normal distribution. This raises an interesting question of using a certain RSM because the response surface could change the statistical characteristics of the output performance function.
In this example, two types of probabilistic distributions, normal and Gumbel, are used for four different probability levels, 1-4 sigma. As explained earlier, it can be seen that nonnormal and skewed output distributions, such as Gumbel, with even small variations yields large errors in the evaluation of reliability.
D. Studies on RBDO Integrated with RSM
With increasing requirements for solving large-scale problems, it is desirable to integrate RBDO with a RSM. 10, 17 Moreover, for certain application areas, a lack of design sensitivity information creates considerable difficulty in using the proposed RBDO methods. It has been shown in the literature that PMA is much more effective than RIA when RBDO is integrated with RSM. 10 In this section, the comparative study between PMA and AMA is extended to RSM-based RBDO.
In addition to numerical considerations observed in the preceding section, more comparisons can be made for PMA and AMA in RSM-based RBDO. For RSM-based design optimization, there are two approaches: local and global response surface representations. For RBDO, it is strongly recommended to use a local RSM, due to the significant effect that an inaccurate response surface can have on reliability analysis, such that the response surface could change the statistical characteristics of the output performance function. RSM-based RBDO can share the same local window as design and analysis. In this case, inaccuracies in evaluating probabilistic constraints in AMA cause difficulties in determining the proper size of the analysis window. In addition, AMA requires second-order sensitivities for design optimization, which will be challenging to obtain because the RSM that is based on function evaluation will not provide accurate second-order sensitivities. A clear distinction is made, based on the preceding discussion, which is summarized in Table 8 . 
IV. Conclusions
This paper presents basic studies carried out on probabilistic approaches in RBDO, regarding various numerical considerations, providing a confident guideline in selecting the most desirable method for RBDO. It is found that PMA is accurate enough and stable at an allowable efficiency, whereas AMA has some difficulties in RBDO process such as a second-order design sensitivity required for design optimization, an inaccuracy to measure a probability of failure, and numerical instability due to its inaccuracy. Difficulties in evaluating probabilistic constraints accurately prevent AMA from performing the RBDO process effectively, compared to PMA. Furthermore, if RSM is used for RBDO, PMA is preferable to AMA because the size of the design and analysis window is well defined and second-order design sensitivities are not required for the RBDO process. Even though the findings of this paper are demonstrated through a limited investigation of analytic example and a large-scale engineering application, it provides a rigorous guideline to choose a proper method for RBDO. Consequently, PMA is quite attractive when compared to other probabilistic approaches in RBDO.
